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Systematic alienation & isolation are common tactics by perpetrators of #DV & lay the foundation for other forms
of abuse. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

Alienation of the survivor(s) is achieved and imposed through various strategies for systematic coercion and
control, >> 1/2 #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

2/2 & contributes to other forms of abuse that permeate the lives of the survivor(s) of domestic violence.
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

This Web of Control is often sustained by multiple barriers & ‘walls of exclusion’ thru combination of
psychological, social 1/2 #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

2/2 economic, physical, cultural, & other obstacles that are constructed as “insurmountable”. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

@chibradley773 hiya gearing up for the #domesticviolence debate starting now #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | ProfSocialWork

Hence, many have wanted coercive control to be included in its’ definition. & in response UK Gov expanded the
definition of DV #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

The inclusion of coercive control has been welcomed by many #DomesticViolence advocates. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

& the new definition makes special mention of young people between 16-24. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

British Crime Survey indicates that this group is more likely than any other age group to experience partner
abuse. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:02 | SWSCmedia

#SWSCMedia hi everyone, good to be here :-)
25-Sep-12 19:02 | onlinevents

RT @ForSocialWork: @AngelMusik2011 If you've got a legal opinion on coercive control & fit within
http://t.co/kmPLMllU pls share dur ...
25-Sep-12 19:02 | AngelMusik2011

Therefore, for tonight’s debate we wish to explore the implication of this extended definition of
#DomesticViolence. #SWSCMedia #socialwork
25-Sep-12 19:02 | SWSCmedia

So our 1st Q is: What is “Coercive control” and what is the implication of including this in definition of domestic
violence? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:02 | SWSCmedia

@onlinevents hello welcome #swscmedia good to see you :)
25-Sep-12 19:02 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: #DomesticViolence is a hidden crime as it often casts its darkest shadow in the “privacy of
personal relationships” #SWS ...
25-Sep-12 19:04 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SWSCmedia: Power, coercion, and domination are at the very heart of the dynamics of #DomesticViolence.
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:04 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia act or a pattern of acts of assault, threats, humiliation and intimidation or other abuse that is used
to harm 1/2 #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:04 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: Systematic alienation & isolation are common tactics by perpetrators of #DV & lay the
foundation for other forms ...
25-Sep-12 19:04 | AngelMusik2011

#swscmedia punish, or frighten their victim 2/2
25-Sep-12 19:04 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia act or a pattern of acts of assault, threats, humiliation and intimidation or
other abuse that is used to ...
25-Sep-12 19:05 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Alienation of the survivor(s) is achieved and imposed through various strategies for
systematic coercion and control, &gt ...
25-Sep-12 19:05 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SWSCmedia: 2/2 & contributes to other forms of abuse that permeate the lives of the survivor(s) of
domestic violence. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:05 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SWSCmedia: Question 1: What is “Coercive control” and what is the implication of including this in
definition of domestic violence? ...
25-Sep-12 19:05 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia am interested in the debate & may observe it as it is pertinent to my PhD research on
#teenintimatepartnerviolence #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:05 | VickiMcDermott

RT @SWSCmedia: This Web of Control is often sustained by multiple barriers & ‘walls of exclusion’ thru
combination of psychological, ...
25-Sep-12 19:05 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia That's a great topic to discuss #DomesticViolence
25-Sep-12 19:05 | kostasSW

RT @SWSCmedia: 2/2 economic, physical, cultural, & other obstacles that are constructed as “insurmountable”.
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:05 | AngelMusik2011

It is about the pattern of abuse and its long term effects #swscmedia events no longer viewed in isolation
25-Sep-12 19:06 | ProfSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork TY :-) #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:06 | onlinevents

@SWSCmedia the implication for front line practice it will be helpful but not dramatically change what we do
already #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:07 | ProfSocialWork

@glengaugh Welcome & good to have you. :-) #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:07 | SWSCmedia

Part of the impact that it will include many more people? @SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:07 | onlinevents

RT @kostasSW @SWSCmedia That's a great topic to discuss #DomesticViolence << TY & What is your views
about coercion in DV? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:07 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia I already work with teens who are experiencing domestic violence and I do refer them to #dv
services #swscmedia 1/2
25-Sep-12 19:07 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia depriving women of freedom, and basic needs. Not just through violence but also emotional
blackmail, isolation, humiliation
25-Sep-12 19:07 | beckyy_beckyy

RT @VickiMcDermott: @SWSCmedia am interested in the debate & may observe it as it is pertinent to my PhD
research on #teenintimatepa ...
25-Sep-12 19:07 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia My partic interest is ref parent abuse. Your definition rings true for many parents experience with
their teenagers. #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:08 | helenbonnick

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia the implication for front line practice it will be helpful but not dramatically
change what we do already ...
25-Sep-12 19:08 | glengaugh

@SWSCmedia Q1 'Coercive control' will allow acts that have not usually been considered as DV to be
considered as such #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:08 | lillieputian

RT @ProfSocialWork: Welcome for the wider definition of domestic violence: http://t.co/Hnnp2IHS #swscmedia
8:00PM debate today #socialwork
25-Sep-12 19:08 | JeanetteABrown

@VickiMcDermott Don't hesitate to share your views. What is the effect of coercion in the dynamics of
DomesticViolence? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:08 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia and make assessments with the #DV in mind and calling it what it is namely #DV #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:08 | ProfSocialWork

Coercive violence have a high element of shame for those who experience it? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:08 | onlinevents

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCmedia I agree
25-Sep-12 19:09 | glengaugh

RT @helenbonnick: @SWSCmedia My partic interest is ref parent abuse. Your definition rings true for many
parents experience with their t ...
25-Sep-12 19:09 | SWSCmedia

@VickiMcDermott @SWSCmedia any advice for #socialworkers? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:09 | ProfSocialWork

@helenbonnick That is an important point. Can you please elaborate on that? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:10 | SWSCmedia

“@glengaugh: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCmedia I agree” me to!
25-Sep-12 19:10 | onlinevents

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @SWSCmedia depriving women of freedom, and basic needs. Not just through violence
but also emotional blackmail, isola ...
25-Sep-12 19:10 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia And most of the times,victims cant help their selves,cause of fear and maybe "luck of services in
an area"
25-Sep-12 19:10 | kostasSW

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @SWSCmedia It is iportant to recognise DV is not just physical and quite often it is
phychological that leave the de ...
25-Sep-12 19:10 | Canadian_Jai

@SWSCmedia 1 implication could be it should strengthen cases & open up avenues of support, earlier, to a
wider range of people #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:10 | lillieputian

@SWSCmedia implication could bring earlier intervention in situations of domestic violence #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:10 | AngelMusik2011

@glengaugh @SWSCmedia hello
25-Sep-12 19:10 | ProfSocialWork

@beckyy_beckyy Good point. How does the extension of definition of DV influence these situations?
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:10 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia depriving women basic needs. Not just through violence but also emotional blackmail, isolation,
humiliation #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:10 | beckyy_beckyy

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCMedia #dv violence not always about physical acts, can constitute many
forms of harm, inc psychological
25-Sep-12 19:11 | davies_juliet

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia I already work with teens who are experiencing domestic violence and I do
refer them to #dv services #sws ...
25-Sep-12 19:11 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia Hi! #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:11 | glengaugh

I'm not sure how adding "coercive" violence to #DV will change anything we need to change people's views of DV
in general. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:11 | Canadian_Jai

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia I wonder what socworkers views are on yp's perceptions of coercive control, can
& do yp identify it? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:12 | VickiMcDermott

RT @SWSCmedia: Power, coercion, and domination are at the very heart of the dynamics of #DomesticViolence.
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:12 | JeanetteABrown

@davies_juliet @SWSCmedia agree & some ppl & professionals need to be reminded of that #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:12 | ProfSocialWork

RT @davies_juliet: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCMedia #dv violence not always about physical acts,
can constitute many forms of harm, ...
25-Sep-12 19:12 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Systematic alienation & isolation are common tactics by perpetrators of #DV & lay the
foundation for other forms ...
25-Sep-12 19:12 | JeanetteABrown

RT @SWSCmedia: Alienation of the survivor(s) is achieved and imposed through various strategies for
systematic coercion and control, &gt ...
25-Sep-12 19:12 | JeanetteABrown

RT @SWSCmedia: 2/2 & contributes to other forms of abuse that permeate the lives of the survivor(s) of
domestic violence. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:12 | JeanetteABrown

RT @SWSCmedia: This Web of Control is often sustained by multiple barriers & ‘walls of exclusion’ thru
combination of psychological, ...
25-Sep-12 19:12 | JeanetteABrown

RT @davies_juliet: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCMedia #dv violence not always about physical acts,
can constitute many forms of harm, ...
25-Sep-12 19:12 | kostasSW

RT @SWSCmedia: 2/2 economic, physical, cultural, & other obstacles that are constructed as “insurmountable”.
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:12 | JeanetteABrown

@SWSCmedia Parents not included in current responses tho definition seems to include them. Lowering age
may help. Some differences too tho
25-Sep-12 19:12 | helenbonnick

RT @davies_juliet: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCMedia #dv violence not always about physical acts,
can constitute many forms of harm, ...
25-Sep-12 19:13 | AngelMusik2011

@beckyy_beckyy Will the modified definition of dv help improve the situation? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:13 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Hence, many have wanted coercive control to be included in its’ definition. & in response UK
Gov expanded the definit ...
25-Sep-12 19:13 | JeanetteABrown

RT @helenbonnick: @SWSCmedia Parents not included in current responses tho definition seems to include
them. Lowering age may help. Some ...
25-Sep-12 19:13 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Therefore, for tonight’s debate we wish to explore the implication of this extended definition of
#DomesticViolence. #SWS ...
25-Sep-12 19:13 | JeanetteABrown

#SWSCMedia is there anything about the need to support perpetrators to not need to control?
25-Sep-12 19:13 | onlinevents

@davies_juliet @SWSCmedia but some still suck on 'evidence' & believe that there must be physical 'evidence'
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:13 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia I wonder if change in law will make a difference to yp, if yp can't/don't identify it how can they
seek help/advice? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:13 | VickiMcDermott

RT @davies_juliet: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCMedia #dv violence not always about physical acts,
can constitute many forms of harm, ...
25-Sep-12 19:14 | glengaugh

@SWSCmedia cases of FGM, forced marriage, threats to self & others, forced prostitution, eg, may be
strengthened by new emphasis #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:14 | lillieputian

#swscmedia coercive control concept invaluable for understanding systematic erosion of the victim's self identity
& capacity to act
25-Sep-12 19:14 | Harr_Ferguson

@davies_juliet @SWSCmedia need to help professionals & others see that 'evidence' is not just physical
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:14 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: So our 1st Q is: What is “Coercive control” and what is the implication of including this in
definition of domestic viole ...
25-Sep-12 19:14 | JeanetteABrown

@SWSCmedia i dont think so. I think it is societys views on DV that need to change rather than the definition,
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:14 | beckyy_beckyy

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia see my previous 2 tweets! #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:14 | VickiMcDermott

RT @SWSCmedia: Question 1: What is “Coercive control” and what is the implication of including this in
definition of domestic violence? ...
25-Sep-12 19:14 | JeanetteABrown

@helenbonnick Very important point. Could you explain further regarding the lowering of age & differences?
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:15 | SWSCmedia

To coerce is to take power away from an other in favour of one's self. And misuse of power is always a dynamic
component of abuse #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:15 | ForSocialWork

@VickiMcDermott Very good point. What is your observation? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:15 | SWSCmedia

@VickiMcDermott @profsocialwork @swscmedia #swscmedia some yp not always differentiate between 'love'
and control
25-Sep-12 19:15 | davies_juliet

RT @SWSCmedia: Hence, many have wanted coercive control to be included in its’ definition. & in response UK
Gov expanded the definit ...
25-Sep-12 19:16 | PersephWrites

.@ProfSocialWork Exactly this. Pattern of behaviour designed to intimidate or include prospect of harm. Good to
see in def.
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:16 | opinionatedpavs

@VickiMcDermott @SWSCmedia don't understand the dynamics at all. It is usually the perp that understands
power & control v well #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:16 | ProfSocialWork

@helenbonnick @profsocialwork @swscmedia can you tell me more about this? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:16 | VickiMcDermott

@ProfSocialWork @davies_juliet @SWSCmedia that's right Prof.I guess this kinda work more cause f.e. women
inDV can't admit their suffering
25-Sep-12 19:16 | kostasSW

@SWSCmedia Old definition only included adults. No room to recognise that parents can be abused by children
as well as partners.#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:16 | helenbonnick

#swscmedia key implication is that profs must act on behalf of victims, even when they do not support it, eg
arresting perpetrators
25-Sep-12 19:17 | Harr_Ferguson

@VickiMcDermott @SWSCmedia ok #swscmedia checking it out now
25-Sep-12 19:17 | ProfSocialWork

“@Sammieb1980: #DomesticAbuse is physical, mental, sexual and financial #awarenessiskey
http://t.co/OQNqSh3l” @SWSCmedia #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:17 | JeanetteABrown

Implications include CJS should no longer need 'proof' of physical harm before pursuing prosecution.
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:17 | opinionatedpavs

#SWSCmedia @SWSCmedia Q1 seems that the new definition gives more fully captures not only the types of
harm but also intent of #DV acts
25-Sep-12 19:17 | glengaugh

RT @opinionatedpavs: .@ProfSocialWork Exactly this. Pattern of behaviour designed to intimidate or include
prospect of harm. Good to see ...
25-Sep-12 19:17 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: #swscmedia punish, or frighten their victim 2/2
25-Sep-12 19:17 | JeanetteABrown

RT @teaconnexions: #TerrificTuesday @EgyptForUs @personhoodusa @MaryBrock9 @YogaArmy
@SWSCmedia @scarletmonahan @MegaDmaggz @Clasificad ...
25-Sep-12 19:18 | MegaDmaggz

RT @opinionatedpavs: Pleased to note new #DomesticViolence definition. However concerned that constant cuts
make supporting survivors mo ...
25-Sep-12 19:18 | SWSCmedia

@VickiMcDermott @SWSCmedia IMO education is v important for peer to peer violence & inter-generational
abuse also contributes #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:18 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia Impt diffs tho re care and responsibilities. Parents cannot just leave. Held responsible for their
abusers behaviour #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:18 | helenbonnick

RT @SWSCmedia: & What are the implications of this extended definition for survivor(s) of domestic violence?
#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:18 | JeanetteABrown

RT @glengaugh: #SWSCmedia @SWSCmedia Q1 seems that the new definition gives more fully captures not
only the types of harm but also inte ...
25-Sep-12 19:19 | SWSCmedia

@davies_juliet @vickimcdermott @profsocialwork @swscmedia #SWSCMEDIA Seems including younger age
frame would help
25-Sep-12 19:19 | glengaugh

@VickiMcDermott @SWSCmedia & in my view most young ppl dont trust services&professionals #swscmedia
they often think we will make it worse!
25-Sep-12 19:19 | ProfSocialWork

@glengaugh Excellent point. Can you elaborate on that please? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:19 | SWSCmedia

@helenbonnick @SWSCmedia the definition includes all forms of personal relationships. A good move on part of
the DV victim #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:19 | AngelMusik2011

RT @helenbonnick: @SWSCmedia Impt diffs tho re care and responsibilities. Parents cannot just leave. Held
responsible for their abusers ...
25-Sep-12 19:19 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia @onlinevents some areas offer perpatrator programmes as well as services for victims.
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:19 | beckyy_beckyy

@SWSCmedia I think perhaps its easier to identify violence you can 'see', whereas coercive control is subtle,
slow burn & 1/2 #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:20 | VickiMcDermott

RT @helenbonnick: @SWSCmedia Old definition only included adults. No room to recognise that parents can be
abused by children as well as ...
25-Sep-12 19:20 | lillieputian

@helenbonnick This is a very important point & in fact it relates to our next question. Question 2. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:20 | SWSCmedia

RT @opinionatedpavs: Pleased to note new #DomesticViolence definition. However concerned that constant cuts
make supporting survivors mo ...
25-Sep-12 19:21 | CllrMc

@SWSCmedia We often forget that men also suffer DV and more often than not its psychological, how will new
definition affect them #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:21 | beckyy_beckyy

@opinionatedpavs totally agree #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:21 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @ForSocialWork: To coerce is to take power away from an other in favour of one's self. And misuse of power
is always a dynamic compon ...
25-Sep-12 19:21 | CllrMc

@SWSCmedia #domesticabuse Quite right that 16&17 yr olds r included but usual concerns about whose going
to pay for additional service?
25-Sep-12 19:21 | JoannaNicolas

RT @opinionatedpavs: Implications include CJS should no longer need 'proof' of physical harm before pursuing
prosecution.
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:21 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @opinionatedpavs: Substance misuse, abuse in chldhd & prior r'ship trauma are all used as excuses for
#domesticabuse.Actual reaso ...
25-Sep-12 19:21 | JeanetteABrown

@SWSCmedia Can't join 2nyt bt 2 articles against redefinition may interest debate http://t.co/4UxngTiM and
http://t.co/pZ1XWftC #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:21 | Theresauno

@ProfSocialWork @VickiMcDermott @SWSCmedia well i can tell you Prof that in my area they want but there is
no services to apply #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:22 | kostasSW

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @SWSCmedia depriving women of freedom, and basic needs. Not just through violence
but also emotional blackmail, isola ...
25-Sep-12 19:22 | JeanetteABrown

@opinionatedpavs agree & it has taken many different groups a long time to get here #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:22 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia TY :-) #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:22 | onlinevents

@JoannaNicolas @SWSCmedia This is the real issue of course. changing definition only the first step
#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:22 | helenbonnick

@opinionatedpavs but I do think more work needs to be done for women and men in this area #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:22 | ProfSocialWork

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @SWSCmedia It is iportant to recognise DV is not just physical and quite often it is
phychological that leave the de ...
25-Sep-12 19:23 | JeanetteABrown

Coercive behaviour is: act/pattern of acts of assault/threats/humiliation/intimidation/abuse used to
harm/punish/frighten victim #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:23 | SWSCmedia

.@ProfSocialWork Now are here, we must capitalise on #DV making headlines in order to demand funding to
target root causes.
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:23 | opinionatedpavs

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia that's an interesting insight, is that your experience? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:23 | VickiMcDermott

RT @ProfSocialWork: @opinionatedpavs i stats should women are most affect by DV but men are also affected
& its on the increase for ...
25-Sep-12 19:24 | kostasSW

RT @SWSCmedia: Coercive behaviour is: act/pattern of acts of assault/threats/humiliation/intimidation/abuse
used to harm/punish/frighten ...
25-Sep-12 19:24 | AngelMusik2011

RT @opinionatedpavs: Pleased to note new #DomesticViolence definition. However concerned that constant cuts
make supporting survivors mo ...
25-Sep-12 19:24 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @SWSCmedia: Coercive behaviour is: act/pattern of acts of assault/threats/humiliation/intimidation/abuse
used to harm/punish/frighten ...
25-Sep-12 19:24 | freedomprogramm

RT @JeanetteABrown: “@Sammieb1980: #DomesticAbuse is physical, mental, sexual and financial
#awarenessiskey
http://t.co/OQNqSh3l” @SWSCm ...

25-Sep-12 19:24 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia key implication is that profs must act on behalf of victims, even when they do
not support it, eg arrestin ...
25-Sep-12 19:24 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ForSocialWork: To coerce is to take power away from an other in favour of one's self. And misuse of power
is always a dynamic compon ...
25-Sep-12 19:25 | OSACanada

.@ProfSocialWork Unfortunately true, need to tackle root causes, how ppl view one another, respecting own &
others bodies.
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:25 | opinionatedpavs

RT @JeanetteABrown: “@Sammieb1980: #DomesticAbuse is physical, mental, sexual and financial
#awarenessiskey
http://t.co/OQNqSh3l” @SWSCm ...

25-Sep-12 19:25 | kostasSW

@Harr_Ferguson agree but what I see with the cases they go badly wrong is that professionals feel intimidated
by perp #swscmedia 1/2
25-Sep-12 19:25 | ProfSocialWork

RT @davies_juliet: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCMedia #dv violence not always about physical acts,
can constitute many forms of harm, ...
25-Sep-12 19:25 | OSACanada

@gotmoldglobal @Dawn_Abraham @He_is_Banks @Emmersow @KPAction @SWSCmedia @nelzene
@RoyalWJohnson @designergirla @srsq2010 Saludos.!!!
25-Sep-12 19:25 | perita_mora

RT @opinionatedpavs: Pleased to note new #DomesticViolence definition. However concerned that constant cuts
make supporting survivors mo ...
25-Sep-12 19:26 | JeanetteABrown

RT @opinionatedpavs: .@ProfSocialWork Unfortunately true, need to tackle root causes, how ppl view one
another, respecting own & oth ...
25-Sep-12 19:26 | VickiMcDermott

@SWSCmedia can also extend to children in the households who often frightened of perpatrator and used to
punish victim further #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:26 | beckyy_beckyy

@Harr_Ferguson not sure how to manage perp & the situation & this affects assessment which impacts service
delivery 2/2 #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:27 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia coercive control concept invaluable for understanding systematic erosion of
the victim's self identity &am ...
25-Sep-12 19:27 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @davies_juliet: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #SWSCMedia #dv violence not always about physical acts,
can constitute many forms of harm, ...
25-Sep-12 19:27 | 4tinkerbellie

@glengaugh @vickimcdermott @profsocialwork @swscmedia #dv #swscmedia needs to be part of PSHE
education
25-Sep-12 19:27 | davies_juliet

@Harr_Ferguson agree and those professionals may now do so at an earlier stage, hopefully before physical
violence can occur. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:27 | AngelMusik2011

RT @opinionatedpavs: Substance misuse, abuse in chldhd & prior r'ship trauma are all used as excuses for
#domesticabuse.Actual reaso ...
25-Sep-12 19:28 | 4tinkerbellie

@SWSCmedia Early intervention for victims and families. Understanding that DV cannot always be seen and
often scars are inside #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:28 | beckyy_beckyy

I think the implications of mee definition frontliners may be able to take cases of DV more seriously. Quicker
referrals. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:28 | Canadian_Jai

RT @lillieputian: @SWSCmedia Q1 'Coercive control' will allow acts that have not usually been considered as
DV to be considered as such ...
25-Sep-12 19:28 | 4tinkerbellie

@SWSCmedia Q2 It will be crucial for new definition to be supported by ring fenced funding & services or it will
be a travesty #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:28 | lillieputian

Does this mean socialworkers shld act earlier & shld recognise coercive behaviour? Would such evidence suffice
for interventions? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:28 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson + impact of wider family shouldn't b under estimated #swscmedia sometimes they can
contribute to the abuse eg. mother in law
25-Sep-12 19:28 | ProfSocialWork

Early intervention is crucial but in order to do that fronliners need to be better educated on #DV what to look for.
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:29 | Canadian_Jai

@SWSCmedia More work, more training needed, more joined up responses, more resources. Anything else?
#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:29 | helenbonnick

RT @onlinevents: #SWSCmedia I know I am thinking about this as a therapist and wondering what insights
social work would want therapists ...
25-Sep-12 19:29 | SWSCmedia

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @SWSCmedia can also extend to children in the households who often frightened of
perpatrator and used to punish vict ...
25-Sep-12 19:29 | SWSCmedia

RT @opinionatedpavs: .@ProfSocialWork Exactly this. Pattern of behaviour designed to intimidate or include
prospect of harm. Good to see ...
25-Sep-12 19:29 | JeanetteABrown

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia I see this in my research too: how perps use coercive
control tactics to intimidate & ...
25-Sep-12 19:29 | SWSCmedia

.@SWSCmedia in my exp, most survivors do not recognise it as such. Up to profs to educate w/o judgement until
help accepted
#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:29 | opinionatedpavs

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia I see this in my research too: how perps use coercive
control tactics to intimidate & ...
25-Sep-12 19:29 | ProfSocialWork

RT @kostasSW: @SWSCmedia i really don't know how Police can help #sw.They are not supportive with
immigrants #Greece
25-Sep-12 19:30 | SWSCmedia

@Canadian_Jai @SWSCmedia Victims must also want the intervention for it to be a success.
25-Sep-12 19:30 | beckyy_beckyy

@ProfSocialWork #swscmedia 2/2 thus crucial to have integrated multi agency response where workers r
supported to confront abusers
25-Sep-12 19:30 | Harr_Ferguson

@SWSCmedia Q2 Raising awareness in whole community vital, ppl cannot/will not seek support for situation if
they don't know #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:30 | lillieputian

#swscmedia might it be difficult to support early intervention with evidence as the action can be subtle yet
powerful ?
25-Sep-12 19:31 | onlinevents

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia I see this in my research too: how perps use coercive
control tactics to intimidate & ...
25-Sep-12 19:31 | VickiMcDermott

@kostasSW Thank you for sharing your experience in #Greece. Please use hashtag #SWSCMedia so everyone
can see your reply. :-) #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:31 | SWSCmedia

RT @glengaugh: @swscmedia #SWSCmedia also public neglects impact on young victims/witnesses of #DV
25-Sep-12 19:31 | 4tinkerbellie

@lillieputian @swscmedia V good point about education!
25-Sep-12 19:31 | onlinevents

RT @davies_juliet: @glengaugh @vickimcdermott @profsocialwork @swscmedia #dv #swscmedia needs to be
part of PSHE education
25-Sep-12 19:32 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @SWSCmedia: The inclusion of coercive control has been welcomed by many #DomesticViolence
advocates. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:32 | CllrMc

RT @kostasSW @SWSCmedia i really don't know how Police can help #sw.They are not supportive with
immigrants #Greece #SWSCMEDIA
25-Sep-12 19:32 | SWSCmedia

I would hope better training for fronliners such as police would be a positive implication to the new #dV definition.
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:32 | Canadian_Jai

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @Canadian_Jai @SWSCmedia Victims must also want the intervention for it to be a
success.
25-Sep-12 19:32 | Canadian_Jai

RT @lillieputian: @SWSCmedia Q2 Raising awareness in whole community vital, ppl cannot/will not seek
support for situation if they don't ...
25-Sep-12 19:32 | SWSCmedia

@lillieputian @SWSCmedia not all victims understand the situation they are in and dont recognise DV, so dont
want intervention #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:32 | beckyy_beckyy

RT @SWSCmedia: #DomesticViolence is a hidden crime as it often casts its darkest shadow in the “privacy of
personal relationships” #SWS ...
25-Sep-12 19:32 | CllrMc

@ProfSocialWork #swscmedia 3/3 ie profs have genuine power & feel empowered by the state and coworker
colleagues to act proactively
25-Sep-12 19:32 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @opinionatedpavs: .@SWSCmedia in my exp, most survivors do not recognise it as such. Up to profs to
educate w/o judgement until help ...
25-Sep-12 19:32 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia Early intervention: yes. Recognition: yes. Evidence more difficult I think, like Munchausen by
proxy #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:32 | ForSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: Domestic violence is widespread & its effects are pervasive #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:32 | CllrMc

RT @helenbonnick: @SWSCmedia More work, more training needed, more joined up responses, more
resources. Anything else? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:32 | SWSCmedia

Police are usually the first to respond to #DV cases how can we better tackle the stigma associated with #DV.
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:33 | Canadian_Jai

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia 2/2 thus crucial to have integrated multi agency response
where workers r supported to con ...
25-Sep-12 19:33 | ProfSocialWork

@AngelMusik2011 good point. Agree #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:33 | Harr_Ferguson

@SWSCmedia surely any SW exposed to situations re DV would want to intervene but had little legal standing to
do so until now. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:33 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia 2/2 thus crucial to have integrated multi agency response
where workers r supported to con ...
25-Sep-12 19:33 | davies_juliet

RT @Canadian_Jai: I would hope better training for fronliners such as police would be a positive implication to
the new #dV definition. ...
25-Sep-12 19:33 | onlinevents

@beckyy_beckyy @SWSCmedia Yes, but unless new definition is widely known even those who consider
reporting will wait far too long #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:34 | lillieputian

.@SWSCmedia Sure sw's already recognise, thresholds & tight budget prob dont allow for early intervention
unless dedicated team
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:34 | opinionatedpavs

@davies_juliet Great point. Would coercive behaviour suffice to justify #SocialServices & #SocialWork
interventions? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:34 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia And i have never ever found any policeman been positive with any kind of people who are in
need. #swscmedia #Greece. 1/1
25-Sep-12 19:34 | kostasSW

@SWSCmedia @onlinevents educate in schools about healthy relationships, potential perpotrators need
educating, prevention better than cure
25-Sep-12 19:34 | JeanetteABrown

@ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia dont think it is as easy as phys violence to recognise more awareness need for
victims to come forward #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:34 | beckyy_beckyy

RT @Canadian_Jai: I would hope better training for fronliners such as police would be a positive implication to
the new #dV definition. ...
25-Sep-12 19:35 | 4tinkerbellie

@SWSCmedia Awareness training vital to understand the tactics abusers use, and understand the confusion of
those being abused#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:35 | freedomprogramm

@SWSCmedia #SWSCmedia In c&y psych crisis work assess for/consider of #DV exposure is huge=>symp of
MH dx/aggression/self-muti/SI
25-Sep-12 19:35 | glengaugh

@helenbonnick @SWSCmedia Yes, I've seem some great work but at mo still huge lack of awareness of
occurrences, risks & services #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:35 | lillieputian

@ProfSocialWork #swscmedia Yes. Am reminded of a great Tavistock paper on 'families who see help as the
problem' 1/2
25-Sep-12 19:36 | Harr_Ferguson

@beckyy_beckyy @SWSCmedia Yes, agree #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:36 | ForSocialWork

RT @ForSocialWork: @SWSCmedia Early intervention: yes. Recognition: yes. Evidence more difficult I think, like
Munchausen by proxy #swsc ...
25-Sep-12 19:36 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @VickiMcDermott: @SWSCmedia I think perhaps its easier to identify violence you can 'see', whereas
coercive control is subtle, slow b ...
25-Sep-12 19:36 | JeanetteABrown

Q 3: Coercion is a complex phenomenon. Does this mean there'll be much more subjective & varied judgements
by different agencies? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:36 | SWSCmedia

@kostasSW @SWSCmedia really must they have better training #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:36 | ProfSocialWork

RT @VickiMcDermott: @SWSCmedia as someone said, mistaken for love or care 2/2 #SWSCMedia
SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:36 | JeanetteABrown

RT @JeanetteABrown: @SWSCmedia @onlinevents educate in schools about healthy relationships, potential
perpotrators need educating, preve ...
25-Sep-12 19:36 | onlinevents

RT @JeanetteABrown: @SWSCmedia @onlinevents educate in schools about healthy relationships, potential
perpotrators need educating, preve ...
25-Sep-12 19:36 | temenosonline

I'm also concerned as to why there is a rise in #DV cases among young adults. How can we tackle the root cause
Education? Media? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:36 | Canadian_Jai

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia 3/3 ie profs have genuine power & feel empowered by the
state and coworker colleagues ...
25-Sep-12 19:36 | ProfSocialWork

RT @onlinevents: #swscmedia might it be difficult to support early intervention with evidence as the action can be
subtle yet powerful ?
25-Sep-12 19:36 | glengaugh

@SWSCmedia And police work with a different model.They are next to goverments and been a radical #sw is
difficult to corporate #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:37 | kostasSW

More publicity for YP to recognise pervasiveness of abusive relationships #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:37 | Anonymo64608390

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia Awareness training vital to understand the tactics abusers use, and
understand the confusion of those b ...
25-Sep-12 19:38 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia Being a survivor. Coercive behavior was the #1 sign that sonething was wrong with me by my
teachers. They were to late to act
25-Sep-12 19:38 | OSACanada

@SWSCmedia Q3 an interesting Q. Do we place the victim or the agency at the centre of what we do?
#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:38 | helenbonnick

@ProfSocialWork @SWSCmedia yes and it's tough.I feel that they are not open in #social sciences at all.
25-Sep-12 19:38 | kostasSW

@onlinevents #SWSCmedia what number of psych sympt or external behaviors might be attributable to #DV
/treated w/o considering DV as cause?
25-Sep-12 19:38 | glengaugh

@onlinevents @SWSCmedia It's a vital component of any new initiative or shift in policy & legislation
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:38 | lillieputian

@freedomprogramm Excellent point. Will coercion suffice to justify intervention in families? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:39 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork v. important point,new definition of DV will be ineffective unless all inter
agencies work together#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:39 | AngelMusik2011

@lillieputian @SWSCmedia detailed guidance maybe useful so all profs handle cases in the same way?
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:39 | beckyy_beckyy

@helenbonnick @swscmedia #swcsmedia Courage is also needed. It's importance in this hazardous work is
vastly under recognised.
25-Sep-12 19:39 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia Awareness training vital to understand the tactics abusers use, and
understand the confusion of those b ...
25-Sep-12 19:39 | aysel_SULTAN

@freedomprogramm @swscmedia more awareness, more real stories by ppl like me hit people more then
doctors and reserachers.
25-Sep-12 19:39 | OSACanada

@SWSCmedia #SocialServices #SocialWork #DV #swscmedia absolutely, such coercive behaviour dangerous +
often precursor to physical violence
25-Sep-12 19:40 | davies_juliet

@glengaugh #SWSCMedia very good question, #anxiety for sure !!! Also depression
25-Sep-12 19:40 | onlinevents

RT @helenbonnick Q3 an interesting Q. Do we place the victim or the agency at the centre of what we do?
#SWSCmedia << Excellent point
25-Sep-12 19:40 | SWSCmedia

“@DawnTaylorX: Pls sign: Awareness Domestic Violence Campaign http://t.co/EZp8rFLo” @ProfSocialWork:
@SWSCmedia #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:40 | JeanetteABrown

@Harr_Ferguson @swscmedia Indeed. Thank you #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:40 | helenbonnick

@OSACanada Very important & valuable point. Can you elaborate on that please? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:41 | SWSCmedia

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia Awareness training vital to understand the tactics abusers use, and
understand the confusion of those b ...
25-Sep-12 19:41 | opinionatedpavs

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @helenbonnick @swscmedia #swcsmedia Courage is also needed. It's importance in this
hazardous work is vastly under re ...
25-Sep-12 19:41 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson makes complete sense #swscmedia but the problem is sometimes when you are in it you can't
see out. 1/2 need good supervision
25-Sep-12 19:41 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia #swscmedia sw can prepare evidence and try to give support but at present as soon as
dominator involves legal contact service 1/2
25-Sep-12 19:41 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @drivingequality: Welcome for the wider definition of domestic violence: http://t.co/1TCiGiX6 #swscmedia
8:00PM debate today #socialw ...
25-Sep-12 19:41 | EdgwareRdW2

@Harr_Ferguson @helenbonnick Thank you & an Excellent point. Can you elaborate on that please?
#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:41 | SWSCmedia

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia Awareness training vital to understand the tactics abusers use, and
understand the confusion of those b ...
25-Sep-12 19:41 | JeanetteABrown

@onlinevents #SWSCmedia I think focus of treatment may/not be linked to #DV so dv may eventually come out
25-Sep-12 19:41 | glengaugh

RT @JeanetteABrown: “@DawnTaylorX: Pls sign: Awareness Domestic Violence Campaign
http://t.co/EZp8rFLo” @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia #sw ...
25-Sep-12 19:41 | ProfSocialWork

Do you think children who witness or overhear coercive control are at risk of significant harm? Law not presently
clear on that #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:42 | ForSocialWork

RT @4tinkerbellie: @SWSCmedia #swscmedia sw can prepare evidence and try to give support but at present
as soon as dominator involves le ...
25-Sep-12 19:42 | SWSCmedia

@onlinevents Often victim seeks help 1st time they defend perps actions and refuse to admit it was abuse as that
is all they know #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:42 | beckyy_beckyy

@ForSocialWork absolutely Children are the forgotten victims of domestic violence #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:43 | beckyy_beckyy

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia Awareness training vital to understand the tactics abusers use, and
understand the confusion of those b ...
25-Sep-12 19:43 | DawnTaylorX

@SWSCmedia #swscmedia cafcass sw need training in definitions and psychological damage dominators cause
to often its another tool to use 2/2
25-Sep-12 19:43 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @ProfSocialWork: Working with violence, the emotions and the psycho-social dynamics of child protection by
@Harr_Ferguson a must read ...
25-Sep-12 19:43 | 4tinkerbellie

@opinionatedpavs How can we harmonise a more effective multi-agency & shared understanding regarding #DV
& Coercive behaviour? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:43 | SWSCmedia

RT @opinionatedpavs: .@SWSCmedia w/o doubt. And crossing counties/areas means all agencies working
together becomes even more crucial.
...

25-Sep-12 19:44 | JeanetteABrown

RT @ProfSocialWork: Working with violence, the emotions and the psycho-social dynamics of child protection by
@Harr_Ferguson a must read ...
25-Sep-12 19:44 | kostasSW

RT @ForSocialWork: Do you think children who witness or overhear coercive control are at risk of significant
harm? Law not presently cle ...
25-Sep-12 19:44 | SWSCmedia

RT @lillieputian: @helenbonnick @SWSCmedia Yes, I've seem some great work but at mo still huge lack of
awareness of occurrences, risks & ...
25-Sep-12 19:44 | 4tinkerbellie

@lillieputian @swscmedia agreed also each case and level of behaviour will differ but impact on survivor the
same.
25-Sep-12 19:44 | SocialWorkKent

@beckyy_beckyy @SWSCmedia Detailed guidance v necessary but also training for prof's to work case by
case.Tickboxes will not work #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:44 | lillieputian

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @ForSocialWork absolutely Children are the forgotten victims of domestic violence
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:44 | ForSocialWork

@kostasSW @SWSCmedia do u have policy or laws that state all statutory agencies must work together or is it
different in greece #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:44 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia I was a happy kid, great student, ran a radio station. After my assault I became bitter, rude my
grades slipped 1/2
25-Sep-12 19:44 | OSACanada

@opinionatedpavs @swscmedia crucial, I experienced a gap in services when I left because Of a new area.
There is a real bond with an idva
25-Sep-12 19:45 | JeanetteABrown

From my experience some victims of #DV also display "coercive" behavior as a result of the abuse. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:45 | Canadian_Jai

RT @OSACanada: @SWSCmedia I was a happy kid, great student, ran a radio station. After my assault I
became bitter, rude my grades slippe ...
25-Sep-12 19:45 | SWSCmedia

@AngelMusik2011 Do you have a legal opinion on coercive control and whether it is within S.120 significant
harm? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:46 | ForSocialWork

@beckyy_beckyy @lillieputian @swscmedia definitely - when i go to case conferences the knowledge/opinions of
profs are worryingly varied.
25-Sep-12 19:46 | katieinthehat

RT @DawnTaylorX: @SWSCmedia Don't 'subjective&varied judgments' already exist 2point of prejudice?
Hindering justice for #Victims of ...
25-Sep-12 19:46 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson Shd not underestimate impact of wking in abusive sitns. Standing up for what
we believe is happening #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:46 | helenbonnick

RT @SWSCmedia: @ForSocialWork Excellent question. Unfortunately, by its very dynamic coercive behaviour is
often camouflaged & hard ...
25-Sep-12 19:46 | ForSocialWork

@lillieputian @swscmedia so true
25-Sep-12 19:46 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @DawnTaylorX: @SWSCmedia Don't 'subjective&varied judgments' already exist 2point of prejudice?
Hindering justice for #Victims of ...
25-Sep-12 19:46 | freedomprogramm

@lillieputian @SWSCmedia absolutely think there is a need for more specialist dv workers in agencies
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:46 | beckyy_beckyy

@SWSCmedia teachers need to stop being afraid and just ask what is wrong. Who knows you nay be that
person they confide it
25-Sep-12 19:47 | OSACanada

@beckyy_beckyy definitely - when i go to case conferences the knowledge/opinions of profs are worryingly
varied #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:47 | katieinthehat

.@SWSCmedia Additional training,awareness of coercive control;national procedures rather thn
regional;agencies 'shadowing' others
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:47 | opinionatedpavs

RT @janeparenting undoubtedly its emotional abuse, more recognition of this now #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:47 | ForSocialWork

@Anonymo64608390 Excellent point. #swscmedia need earlier awareness coercive control is end point in
process of escalation of abuse.
25-Sep-12 19:47 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @OSACanada: @SWSCmedia teachers need to stop being afraid and just ask what is wrong. Who knows
you nay be that person they confide it
25-Sep-12 19:47 | SWSCmedia

@VickiMcDermott @SWSCmedia @ProfSocialWork ..despite this slander by @objectiviser being based on an
outright lie. See http://t.co/jMM6sJgw
25-Sep-12 19:47 | abuVeliki

@4tinkerbellie @SWSCmedia Sad but true #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:47 | lillieputian

RT @katieinthehat: @beckyy_beckyy @lillieputian @swscmedia definitely - when i go to case conferences the
knowledge/opinions of profs ar ...
25-Sep-12 19:47 | SWSCmedia

RT @DawnTaylorX: @SWSCmedia Don't 'subjective&varied judgments' already exist 2point of prejudice?
Hindering justice for #Victims of ...
25-Sep-12 19:47 | NFLPurpleOct

RT @helenbonnick: @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson Shd not underestimate impact of wking in abusive sitns.
Standing up for what we believe is h ...
25-Sep-12 19:48 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork @SWSCmedia i am not sure to be honest.I guess not though :(
25-Sep-12 19:48 | kostasSW

@DawnTaylorX @SWSCmedia It's Near October Let's All Get Our Purple On 2 help save Women's lives
http://t.co/LdieIUDR … … … … … …
25-Sep-12 19:48 | NFLPurpleOct

@helenbonnick @Harr_Ferguson Thank you for raising that. This point is of huge importance. Can you elaborate
further please? #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:48 | SWSCmedia

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @ForSocialWork absolutely Children are the forgotten victims of domestic violence
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:48 | Lulumama09

@lillieputian @swscmedia issue with police reporting e.g will evidence sound like 'enough' to warrant police
intervention.
25-Sep-12 19:48 | SocialWorkKent

Ending Gender-based Violence: A Call for Global Action to Involve Men: a Summary of Research by
@Harr_Ferguson <involving men key #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:48 | ProfSocialWork

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia intervention? We never tell any one they should leave if it was that easy
we all would have left. Suppor ...
25-Sep-12 19:48 | SWSCmedia

.@davies_juliet @swscmedia indeed, @JeanetteABrown just gave example of personal experience of service
gaps in relation to #DV
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:48 | opinionatedpavs

#swscmedia afraid I am going to have to leave early, thank you so much for including me, much good learning!
25-Sep-12 19:48 | onlinevents

@SWSCmedia Education. Practical experience is extremely beneficial in understanding #DV, how it impacts
upon Victims & for their safety.
25-Sep-12 19:49 | DawnTaylorX

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia intervention? We never tell any one they should leave if it was that easy
we all would have left. Suppor ...
25-Sep-12 19:49 | OSACanada

RT @Canadian_Jai: From my experience some victims of #DV also display "coercive" behavior as a result of the
abuse. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:50 | glengaugh

@freedomprogramm TY for sharing that & it is an effective approach in some cases. What do you suggest in
toxic relationships? #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:50 | SWSCmedia

RT @AngelMusik2011 @SWSCmedia new pros could arise unless all agencies have unified understanding of
what coercion is. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:50 | SWSCmedia

RT @NFLPurpleOct: @DawnTaylorX @SWSCmedia It's Near October Let's All Get Our Purple On 2 help save
Women's lives http://t.co/LdieIUDR … ...
25-Sep-12 19:50 | DawnTaylorX

RT @OSACanada #SWSCmedia it wasnt until my teachers saw me on the cbc news that they finally clued in to
what happend and why it happend
25-Sep-12 19:50 | SWSCmedia

RT @JeanetteABrown: “@DawnTaylorX: Pls sign: Awareness Domestic Violence Campaign
http://t.co/EZp8rFLo” @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia #sw ...
25-Sep-12 19:50 | DawnTaylorX

.@freedomprogramm @swscmedia Intervention IMO can be as simple as providing none-judgemental support,
not necessarily 'action'
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:50 | opinionatedpavs

@freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia Showing empathy at first is more important than doing an intervention in
anyways #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:50 | kostasSW

@SWSCmedia @helenbonnick the victim needs to know they are considered a survivor and that they are
believed or have a voice
25-Sep-12 19:50 | 4tinkerbellie

@SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia This will be major hurdle IMO, assault is often clear, psychological threat v
difficult to evidence #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:50 | lillieputian

RT @DawnTaylorX: @SWSCmedia Education. Practical experience is extremely beneficial in understanding
#DV, how it impacts upon Victims &a ...
25-Sep-12 19:50 | NFLPurpleOct

RT @SWSCmedia: RT @AngelMusik2011 @SWSCmedia new pros could arise unless all agencies have unified
understanding of what coercion is. #s ...
25-Sep-12 19:50 | Canadian_Jai

RT @onlinevents: #swscmedia afraid I am going to have to leave early, thank you so much for including me,
much good learning!
25-Sep-12 19:51 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: Ending Gender-based Violence: A Call for Global Action to Involve Men: a Summary of
Research by @Harr_Ferguson <i ...
25-Sep-12 19:51 | opinionatedpavs

RT @ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia Yes, I agree. I think it'll be really challenging for CYP social workers vis a vis
significant harm. #swswmedia
25-Sep-12 19:51 | SWSCmedia

RT @JeanetteABrown: @opinionatedpavs @swscmedia crucial, I experienced a gap in services when I left
because Of a new area. There is a r ...
25-Sep-12 19:52 | davies_juliet

@Harr_Ferguson Yes, last point key isn't it. I think it would be hard to seek an order with the law worded as it is
at present #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:52 | ForSocialWork

RT @katieinthehat: @beckyy_beckyy can profs afford to be afraid of the unknown when going into people's
homes e.g. health visitors? #sws ...
25-Sep-12 19:52 | ProfSocialWork

RT @kostasSW @freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia Showing empathy at first is more important than doing an
intervention in anyways #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:52 | SWSCmedia

@lillieputian @swscmedia this is exactly what worries me. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:52 | SocialWorkKent

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia In which case that is a key area for change. Different kinds
of organisations needed to at ...
25-Sep-12 19:52 | SWSCmedia

@SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia There will be potential that support thresholds will be achieved much earlier
than legal intervention #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:52 | lillieputian

@SWSCmedia better understanding of longterm effects for life & propensity to continue cycle of abuse for all
25-Sep-12 19:52 | janeparenting

@beckyy_beckyy not to say that it's their fault for not knowing - needs to be universal training for all profs 1/2
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:52 | katieinthehat

@SWSCmedia @opinionatedpavs so many agencies trying to do the same thing, communication is key, pooling
resources & ideas, working together
25-Sep-12 19:53 | JeanetteABrown

@katieinthehat no but if not sure how to manage situation maybe its a case of pretending didnt see it? or
referring #swscmedia 1/2
25-Sep-12 19:53 | beckyy_beckyy

RT @glengaugh @onlinevents #SWSCmedia I think focus of treatment may/not be linked to #DV so dv may
eventually come out
25-Sep-12 19:53 | SWSCmedia

@katieinthehat @beckyy_beckyy agree very varied #swscmedia this needs to improve
25-Sep-12 19:53 | ProfSocialWork

@SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia Which of course is further eroded by reduction of legal aid, as civil cases will
be harder to pursue #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:54 | lillieputian

RT @janeparenting @SWSCmedia better understanding of longterm effects for life & propensity to continue cycle
of abuse for all #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:54 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia @helenbonnick Yes Helen. #swscmedia In my research I've seem effective profs fighting hard 4
their abused service users
25-Sep-12 19:54 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @freedomprogramm: @SWSCmedia intervention? We never tell any one they should leave if it was that easy
we all would have left. Suppor ...
25-Sep-12 19:54 | JeanetteABrown

@lillieputian @swscmedia in terms of families with children I see a greater role for Vol such as @homestartuk etc
#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:54 | SocialWorkKent

RT @EllieWigmore: @opinionatedpavs @freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia I agree-if people feel listened to and
supported they may talk more and s ...
25-Sep-12 19:54 | opinionatedpavs

RT @opinionatedpavs: .@freedomprogramm @swscmedia Intervention IMO can be as simple as providing
none-judgemental support, not necessari ...
25-Sep-12 19:54 | glengaugh

RT @AngelMusik2011: @ForSocialWork s.120 unfortunately doesn't go far enough in this area.The def is vague
centered on physical & ps ...
25-Sep-12 19:54 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia @cpsuk & CPS Dir Keir Starmer need to 'recruit' #DV Victims to help shape policy & strategy to
deal EFFECTIVELY with #DV Perps.
25-Sep-12 19:54 | DawnTaylorX

@janeparenting Thank you for sharing that important point. Please use the hashtag #SWSCMEDIA so others can
see your tweets. :-)
25-Sep-12 19:54 | SWSCmedia

RT @DawnTaylorX: @SWSCmedia @cpsuk & CPS Dir Keir Starmer need to 'recruit' #DV Victims to help shape
policy & strategy to deal ...
25-Sep-12 19:55 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork it's a bit scary when a seasoned prof says they did DV training the other day and it was all a
revelation #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:55 | katieinthehat

@SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia Is it going to need SW's/support workers embedded in police stations for this
to really work? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:55 | lillieputian

RT @SWSCmedia: RT @kostasSW @freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia Showing empathy at first is more
important than doing an intervention in anyways ...
25-Sep-12 19:55 | OSACanada

@SWSCmedia Current system is failing #DV Victims, reinforcing this abhorrent epidemic & allowing it to grow.
25-Sep-12 19:55 | DawnTaylorX

@katieinthehat can be very daunting working with perpatrators/victims of DV all e different coping mechanisms,
often MH issues to #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:56 | beckyy_beckyy

@ForSocialWork totally agree with you, pls see my early tweet. Vague wording which is open to interpretation.
#NotHelpful #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:56 | AngelMusik2011

#swscmedia @SWSCmedia when kids come forward to me we go for a walk. There is no intervention its just me
and the student 1/2
25-Sep-12 19:56 | OSACanada

RT @katieinthehat: @ProfSocialWork it's a bit scary when a seasoned prof says they did DV training the other
day and it was all a revela ...
25-Sep-12 19:57 | glengaugh

@katieinthehat @beckyy_beckyy #swscmedia the feelings r real. Acknowledging them and helping profs feel
safer is crucial
25-Sep-12 19:57 | Harr_Ferguson

@SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia @homestartuk It'll be vital, recent cuts won't allow for increase in demand that
will hopefully occur #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:57 | lillieputian

#swscmedia @SWSCmedia interventions and to many people can cause the student from talking. They feel
more pressured and scared.
25-Sep-12 19:58 | OSACanada

@beckyy_beckyy referral to other agencies if definitely essential - safeguarding people is definitely everyone's
business #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:58 | katieinthehat

RT @katieinthehat: @beckyy_beckyy @lillieputian @swscmedia definitely - when i go to case conferences the
knowledge/opinions of profs ar ...
25-Sep-12 19:58 | JeanetteABrown

@SWSCmedia i guess been flexible and radical as a #sw and having a "big eye" on your clients issue isa gd
thing #swscmedia 1/1
25-Sep-12 19:58 | kostasSW

@ProfSocialWork @katieinthehat very bad practice and very very dangerous!! Hence the need for greater
awareness and more training #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:58 | beckyy_beckyy

RT @ProfSocialWork: @beckyy_beckyy @katieinthehat 'pretending didn't see it' is bad practice for all profs.
always best to ask for help ...
25-Sep-12 19:58 | kostasSW

Education. It is a common misapprehension that when we are being abused we have any understanding of what
is happening#SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 19:58 | freedomprogramm

RT @helenbonnick: @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson Shd not underestimate impact of wking in abusive sitns.
Standing up for what we believe is h ...
25-Sep-12 19:58 | JeanetteABrown

@lillieputian @SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia Where do people first go for help? MA teams and understanding
needed at that point #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 19:58 | helenbonnick

Challenging Men to End Violence Against Women & Girls - sign pledge at http://t.co/Hy2R5yNB
Crucial to involve men, preventative.
#SWSCMedia

25-Sep-12 19:59 | opinionatedpavs

RT @DawnTaylorX: @SWSCmedia Education. Practical experience is extremely beneficial in understanding
#DV, how it impacts upon Victims &a ...
25-Sep-12 19:59 | JeanetteABrown

@katieinthehat @profsocialwork
OMG!

25-Sep-12 19:59 | Harr_Ferguson

#swscmedia
RT @katieinthehat: @ProfSocialWork it's a bit scary when a seasoned prof says they did DV training the other
day and it was all a revela ...
25-Sep-12 19:59 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @freedomprogramm: Education. It is a common misapprehension that when we are being abused we have
any understanding of what is happen ...
25-Sep-12 19:59 | DawnTaylorX

@SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia Agreed, too much will be asked of police otherwise #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:59 | lillieputian

@ProfSocialWork @beckyy_beckyy @katieinthehat yes.Whenever you feel unsure better take a 2,3
opinion.3eyes watch better that 2 #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 19:59 | kostasSW

@SWSCmedia viewed within that context & profs can no longer practice by treating events in isolation
#swscmedia all will be required >
25-Sep-12 20:00 | ProfSocialWork

@katieinthehat too true and essential to work together. victims should be able to trust/ feel comfortable with all
profs #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:00 | beckyy_beckyy

RT @opinionatedpavs: .@freedomprogramm @swscmedia Intervention IMO can be as simple as providing
none-judgemental support, not necessari ...
25-Sep-12 20:00 | JeanetteABrown

RT @SocialWorkKent not even witnessing.e.g Common psychological DV is speed whilst driving - children will be
in car. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:00 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia to see the larger picture & start thinking about the situation & events from a different point of view
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:01 | ProfSocialWork

RT @EllieWigmore: @opinionatedpavs @freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia I agree-if people feel listened to and
supported they may talk more and s ...
25-Sep-12 20:01 | freedomprogramm

RT @katieinthehat: @ProfSocialWork it's a bit scary when a seasoned prof says they did DV training the other
day and it was all a revela ...
25-Sep-12 20:01 | davies_juliet

RT @SWSCmedia: RT @ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia Yes, I agree. I think it'll be really challenging for CYP
social workers vis a vis significa ...
25-Sep-12 20:01 | JeanetteABrown

RT @SWSCmedia: RT @kostasSW @freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia Showing empathy at first is more
important than doing an intervention in anyways ...
25-Sep-12 20:02 | JeanetteABrown

RT @opinionatedpavs: Challenging Men to End Violence Against Women & Girls - sign pledge at
http://t.co/Hy2R5yNB
Crucial to involve ...

25-Sep-12 20:02 | DawnTaylorX

I believe that ALL DV referrals should be joint work like S47 (police & #socialwork), and that gov should fully
invest in that #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:02 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia @kostasSW @freedomprogramm Creating a safe environment for DV suffers will help, safety
counts for in DV situations. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:02 | AngelMusik2011

RT @janeparenting: @SWSCmedia better understanding of longterm effects for life & propensity to continue
cycle of abuse for all
25-Sep-12 20:02 | JeanetteABrown

RT @ForSocialWork: I believe that ALL DV referrals should be joint work like S47 (police & #socialwork), and that
gov should fully i ...
25-Sep-12 20:03 | Canadian_Jai

@AngelMusik2011 @profsocialwork #swscmedia the publication referred to is about calling on men to end men's
violence
25-Sep-12 20:03 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia @kostasSW @freedomprogramm Creating a safe environment for DV
suffers will help, safety counts for in DV ...
25-Sep-12 20:03 | freedomprogramm

@opinionatedpavs @SWSCMedia They are v welcome to sign Nationwide Public Awareness Domestic Violence
Campaign http://t.co/BknlSZOL too
25-Sep-12 20:03 | DawnTaylorX

@lillieputian @SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia Abused parents need a different approach. Police not always the
most appropriate agency. #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 20:03 | helenbonnick

@AngelMusik2011 @swscmedia @kostassw @freedomprogramm once again #cuts mean less resources to do
this.
25-Sep-12 20:03 | SocialWorkKent

@beckyy_beckyy agreed re it being daunting - I've worked with both perp/vic. Perps may want to intimidate profs
like they do vic #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:03 | katieinthehat

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia @kostasSW @freedomprogramm Creating a safe environment for DV
suffers will help, safety counts for in DV ...
25-Sep-12 20:03 | kostasSW

RT @ForSocialWork: I believe that ALL DV referrals should be joint work like S47 (police & #socialwork), and that
gov should fully i ...
25-Sep-12 20:04 | OSACanada

RT @ForSocialWork: @AngelMusik2011 Thanks. Yes, I agree, it does not assist with protecting children from
witnessing coercive control as ...
25-Sep-12 20:04 | AngelMusik2011

#swscmedia essentially we may debate all we wish, the proof may well be in case law, will be interesting to see
how judiciary react
25-Sep-12 20:05 | SocialWorkKent

RT @beckyy_beckyy: @ForSocialWork Specialist DV servics should be getting more funding from the govmt to
enable a change #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:05 | ForSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson @katieinthehat was it a social worker? police officer? health visitor? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:05 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia to see the larger picture & start thinking about the situation & events from a
different point of ...
25-Sep-12 20:05 | 4tinkerbellie

@katieinthehat if prof has no experience/awareness they may suffer manipulation. Definate need for raised
awareness for profs #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:05 | beckyy_beckyy

@SWSCmedia I think the UK legislation needs updated here in NI the CO has been amended to include
witnessing
25-Sep-12 20:06 | Topcat__50

@lillieputian @helenbonnick @swscmedia but often a DV call will be to police as first port, unless SU aware of
relevant vol services.
25-Sep-12 20:06 | SocialWorkKent

@SocialWorkKent #swscmedia very true advocacy services for survivers need to see through the charm
25-Sep-12 20:06 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @SocialWorkKent: #swscmedia essentially we may debate all we wish, the proof may well be in case law, will
be interesting to see how ...
25-Sep-12 20:06 | lillieputian

@lillieputian @SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia Multiagency protocols vital so parents not sent from pillar to post.
#SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 20:06 | helenbonnick

@SocialWorkKent @SWSCmedia yes very sad state of affairs. Bring in new legislation but no extra funding for
those affected by it. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:07 | AngelMusik2011

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #swscmedia Isn't there a big challenge here too for profs to embed themselves
in families 1/2
25-Sep-12 20:07 | Harr_Ferguson

@Canadian_Jai @SWSCmedia what are somethings I should tell my teens when speaking about #DV
25-Sep-12 20:07 | OSACanada

RT @SocialWorkKent: #swscmedia essentially we may debate all we wish, the proof may well be in case law, will
be interesting to see how ...
25-Sep-12 20:07 | ForSocialWork

#DomesticViolence is a complex multifaceted phenomena requiring good coordination & shared understanding
btwn diff professionals #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:07 | SWSCmedia

@SocialWorkKent @lillieputian @swscmedia Abused parents very reluctant to involve police. Dont want 2
criminalise their children. #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 20:08 | helenbonnick

I feel funding should be equally dispersed in early education 2 help reduce future #DV cases.Focusing on
empowerment #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:08 | Canadian_Jai

RT @SocialWorkKent: #swscmedia essentially we may debate all we wish, the proof may well be in case law, will
be interesting to see how ...
25-Sep-12 20:08 | OSACanada

@SocialWorkKent @lillieputian @helenbonnick @SWSCmedia which is not the best thing because then #DV
may get worse for the victim #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:08 | kostasSW

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia In which case that is a key area for change. Different kinds
of organisations needed to at ...
25-Sep-12 20:08 | ProfSocialWork

We hope U enjoyed the debate as much as we did & look forward to seeing U next Tuesday Re: #SocialCare &
#SocialMedia & Ethics #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:08 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #swscmedia sufficient to come to understand relational realities of family' lives.
Needs time, skill 2/2
25-Sep-12 20:08 | Harr_Ferguson

#swscmedia missed great debate by sounds of it. @SWSCmedia :-)
25-Sep-12 20:08 | cal_ann

RT @SWSCmedia: #DomesticViolence is a complex multifaceted phenomena requiring good coordination &
shared understanding btwn diff pr ...
25-Sep-12 20:08 | kostasSW

RT @SWSCmedia: #DomesticViolence is a complex multifaceted phenomena requiring good coordination &
shared understanding btwn diff pr ...
25-Sep-12 20:08 | 4tinkerbellie

RT @Canadian_Jai: I feel funding should be equally dispersed in early education 2 help reduce future #DV
cases.Focusing on empowerment ...
25-Sep-12 20:08 | OSACanada

@ProfSocialWork @harr_ferguson health visitor. I'm sure she had some knowledge but she was like "and you
can't teach them.." 1/2 #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:08 | katieinthehat

@SWSCmedia Thank you, awareness can save lives:)
25-Sep-12 20:08 | freedomprogramm

We have reached the top of the hour but do share your views using #SWSCMEDIA hashtag #socialwork
#socialcare
25-Sep-12 20:08 | SWSCmedia

@SocialWorkKent @lillieputian @swscmedia Also dont want to end up being punished for their teens behaviour
towards them #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 20:08 | helenbonnick

@helenbonnick @lillieputian @swscmedia teens?
25-Sep-12 20:09 | SocialWorkKent

@SWSCmedia Thanks again for the debate! Thanks in general for getting people more involved in the safety of
children. Means a lot!
25-Sep-12 20:09 | OSACanada

@ProfSocialWork @harr_ferguson 2/2 "…anger management because that makes them more controlling" o.0
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:10 | katieinthehat

Thanks #swscmedia great debate & lots of interesting tweeps with awesome points
25-Sep-12 20:10 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia Thanks for organising. Very helpful
25-Sep-12 20:10 | helenbonnick

RT @SWSCmedia: #Follow @MHChat for a debate on Parental Mental Distress & Correlates & Its effect on
children Tomorrow 8:00 PM U ...
25-Sep-12 20:10 | OSACanada

@SocialWorkKent @lillieputian @helenbonnick @SWSCmedia exactly!!
25-Sep-12 20:10 | kostasSW

@OSACanada @swscmedia I
Think teens need 2 realize male or female that they can victims of #DV. Self esteem&self worth should be
encouraged.

25-Sep-12 20:10 | Canadian_Jai

@Harr_Ferguson @profsocialwork @swscmedia #swscmedia difficult careful balance required so not to replace
one form of control with another
25-Sep-12 20:10 | davies_juliet

@freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia Absolutely agree - the more awareness, the better. Saving innocents from
#DV #DA Pls sign http://t.co/BknlSZOL
25-Sep-12 20:10 | DawnTaylorX

@SWSCmedia Think UK legislation needs amended as in NI the CO has been amended to included c/yp
witnessing this type of behaviour
25-Sep-12 20:10 | Topcat__50

RT @cal_ann #swscmedia missed great debate by sounds of it. @SWSCmedia :-) << We missed you & See you
next week @SWSCMedia :-) #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:10 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: Thanks #swscmedia great debate & lots of interesting tweeps with awesome points
25-Sep-12 20:10 | opinionatedpavs

Some really great learning for me in @SWSCmedia debate on #DV this evening. Thank you all #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:11 | beckyy_beckyy

@beckyy_beckyy it can be scary! You don't want this angry person to get angry with you/may fall for the charms
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:11 | katieinthehat

@SWSCmedia Thanks for tonights debate, a delicate subject which I saw, was well discussed. Wish all SWs all
the best tackling it. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:11 | AngelMusik2011

I, personally, dislike the term 'victim'. Always a survivor #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:11 | SocialWorkKent

Thanks for the debate :) #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:12 | 4tinkerbellie

Great debate! Thank you. It will interesting to see the outcome of new definition and criteria and how it's applied.
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:12 | Canadian_Jai

@SWSCmedia thanks great debate #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:12 | ProfSocialWork

Really enjoyed #SWSCMedia tonight. Be overjoyed if you sign the pledge via http://t.co/Hy2R5yNB. Men
challenging other men to end #VAWG
25-Sep-12 20:12 | opinionatedpavs

RT @ProfSocialWork: Thanks #swscmedia great debate & lots of interesting tweeps with awesome points
25-Sep-12 20:13 | glengaugh

RT @opinionatedpavs: Really enjoyed #SWSCMedia tonight. Be overjoyed if you sign the pledge via
http://t.co/Hy2R5yNB. Men challenging ot ...
25-Sep-12 20:13 | VickiMcDermott

@davies_juliet @profsocialwork @swscmedia #swscmedia do you mean that profs may be the coercive party?
25-Sep-12 20:13 | Harr_Ferguson

@ProfSocialWork #SWSCmedia thanks- great debate!
25-Sep-12 20:13 | glengaugh

RT @helenbonnick @SWSCmedia Thanks for organising. Very helpful << V welcome & TY for joining & sharing.
See you next week. :-) #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 20:14 | SWSCmedia

@ForSocialWork are police trained in empathy?Honest question. Many PCs I've met are quite "laddish" in
opinions, unless at MAPPA #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:14 | katieinthehat

RT @opinionatedpavs: Challenging Men to End Violence Against Women & Girls - sign pledge at
http://t.co/Hy2R5yNB
Crucial to involve ...

25-Sep-12 20:14 | Zeeblebum

Thank you @SWSCmedia and colleagues for another excellent and highly important debate. We have only just
begun in relation to DV #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:14 | ForSocialWork

#SWSCmedia @SWSCmedia Thanks for the forum and the great topic!
25-Sep-12 20:14 | glengaugh

RT @katieinthehat: @ProfSocialWork @harr_ferguson 2/2 "…anger management because that makes them
more controlling" o.0 #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:15 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson special Dom abuse court @Glasgow Sheriff #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:15 | HendryTina

@ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia So true :)
25-Sep-12 20:15 | AngelMusik2011

@Harr_Ferguson even if 3rd party reporter #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:15 | HendryTina

RT @ForSocialWork: Thank you @SWSCmedia and colleagues for another excellent and highly important
debate. We have only just begun in rel ...
25-Sep-12 20:15 | Canadian_Jai

RT @freedomprogramm @SWSCmedia Thank you, awareness can save lives:) < Definitely & TY for joining &
sharing. See U next week :-) #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:15 | SWSCmedia

RT @JoannaNicolas 'Yes. Hearing abuse of another is within current def. of emotional abuse & coercive control
is now DV' #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:16 | ForSocialWork

RT @opinionatedpavs: Challenging Men to End Violence Against Women & Girls - sign pledge at
http://t.co/Hy2R5yNB
Crucial to involve ...

25-Sep-12 20:16 | bocks1

@katieinthehat @Harr_Ferguson u could offer to do training for the team or visit a staff meeting to help educate
#swscmedia 1/2
25-Sep-12 20:16 | ProfSocialWork

RT @beckyy_beckyy: Some really great learning for me in @SWSCmedia debate on #DV this evening. Thank
you all #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:16 | SWSCmedia

RT @freedomprogramm: Education. It is a common misapprehension that when we are being abused we have
any understanding of what is happen ...
25-Sep-12 20:16 | bocks1

RT @freedomprogramm: Education. It is a common misapprehension that when we are being abused we have
any understanding of what is happen ...
25-Sep-12 20:16 | JeanetteABrown

@katieinthehat @Harr_Ferguson important for health visitors to understand cp #swscmedia as they have lots of
contact with families 2/2
25-Sep-12 20:17 | ProfSocialWork

@beckyy_beckyy Welcome Becky & TY for sharing. See you next week @SWSCMedia :-) #SWSCmedia
25-Sep-12 20:17 | SWSCmedia

RT @davies_juliet: @SWSCmedia #swsc #dv thank you, interesting, informative discussion
25-Sep-12 20:17 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia viewed within that context & profs can no longer practice by treating events
in isolation #swscmedia ...
25-Sep-12 20:18 | JeanetteABrown

RT @SWSCmedia: @davies_juliet Welcome & Thank U for joining & sharing & see U next week @SWSCMedia
discussing #SocialCare &a ...
25-Sep-12 20:18 | TradeEthically

@AngelMusik2011 Welcome & Thank U for joining & sharing & see U next week @SWSCMedia discussing
#SocialCare & #SocialMedia Ethics #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:19 | SWSCmedia

RT @ForSocialWork: Thank you @SWSCmedia and colleagues for another excellent and highly important
debate. We have only just begun in rel ...
25-Sep-12 20:19 | SWSCmedia

RT @Canadian_Jai: @OSACanada I think that any emphasizes on empowering teens can helps them better
recognize unhealthy relationships ear ...
25-Sep-12 20:19 | OSACanada

@ForSocialWork Welcome & TY for joining & sharing & see U next week @SWSCMedia discussing #SocialCare
& #SocialMedia Ethics #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:19 | SWSCmedia

@JoannaNicolas Do you think S120 as worded would allow for an order application in relation to coercive
control? I'm unsure tbh? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:19 | ForSocialWork

@ForSocialWork = victims emotionally destroyed unable to make the break away from abuse #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:19 | HendryTina

@SocialWorkKent Then it's like #phoenix You reborn from your ashes.They you have power to empower people
around you #expirience #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:19 | kostasSW

RT @SocialWorkKent: I, personally, dislike the term 'victim'. Always a survivor #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:19 | Pixiepal1965

@Harr_Ferguson Worth discussing with @DCCTayside #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:20 | bonklesoul

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia it will affect judgements if the redefinition is understood & professionals &
services commit to ...
25-Sep-12 20:20 | JeanetteABrown

RT @glengaugh #SWSCmedia @SWSCmedia Thanks for the forum and the great topic! << Very welcome &
Thank you.
25-Sep-12 20:20 | SWSCmedia

@glengaugh V Welcome & Thank U for joining & sharing & see U next week @SWSCMedia discussing
#SocialCare & #SocialMedia Ethics #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:21 | SWSCmedia

RT @HendryTina: @ForSocialWork = victims emotionally destroyed unable to make the break away from abuse
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:21 | ForSocialWork

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia Thanks for tonights debate, a delicate subject which I saw, was well
discussed. Wish all SWs all the best ...
25-Sep-12 20:23 | ProfSocialWork

#@SWSCmedia oops was getting off train into car whilst completely blanking my poor husband/unpaid chauffer
at the time so could tweet!!!!
25-Sep-12 20:23 | janeparenting

@SWSCmedia @onlinevents thats where specialist courts, where sheriff can look at perpetrator and implement
conditions #breakthecycleofabuse
25-Sep-12 20:23 | HendryTina

RT @SWSCmedia: Thank you once again for joining & sharing your views & see U next week @SWSCMedia
discussing #SocialCare & # ...
25-Sep-12 20:23 | Canadian_Jai

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia TY all for valuable debate. Presumably there r Twitter police networks?
Should we seek inter-or-multi agen ...
25-Sep-12 20:23 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia Thank you for the great debate.I really enjoyed.I won't forget the #swscmedia next time :)
25-Sep-12 20:24 | kostasSW

@Harr_Ferguson V Welcome & Thank U for joining & sharing. :-) See U next week @SWSCMedia discussing
#SocialCare & #SocialMedia Ethics
25-Sep-12 20:24 | SWSCmedia

RT @ForSocialWork: @HendryTina Yes, that is exactly right. Which is way we must find preventions /
interventions / actions that work #sw ...
25-Sep-12 20:24 | HendryTina

@Harr_Ferguson cool idea >>> multi-agency tweeting #swscmedia count me in.
25-Sep-12 20:24 | ProfSocialWork

@JoannaNicolas Yes, I too think it IS significant harm (no question my mind), but I'm not sure about the legalities
as stand. #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:25 | ForSocialWork

@katieinthehat @joannanicolas @profsocialwork Some reframing: "why don't you make sure we get him out of
there?" #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:25 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @bonklesoul @Harr_Ferguson Worth discussing with @DCCTayside #SWSCMedia @swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:25 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia TY all for valuable debate. Presumably there r Twitter police networks?
Should we seek inter-or-multi agen ...
25-Sep-12 20:26 | ForSocialWork

RT @ForSocialWork: Police will admit they feel overwhelmed and ill-equipped to respond effectively and
appropriately to DV - hear that e ...
25-Sep-12 20:26 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @katieinthehat @joannanicolas @profsocialwork Some reframing: "why don't you make
sure we get him out of there?" #sws ...
25-Sep-12 20:26 | ProfSocialWork

@victoria_harlin So kind of you to say so. Where r u studying? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:27 | Harr_Ferguson

@ProfSocialWork @Harr_Ferguson Gordon really helpful and very knowledgeable #SWSCMedia @DCCTayside
worth Claudia making a connection
25-Sep-12 20:28 | bonklesoul

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMEDIA frontline workers, espec those making major decisions about children & parenting
need to understand effects of trauma
25-Sep-12 20:29 | janeparenting

TY for Joining & sharing your views @SWSCMedia has exceeded Twitter's limits & will respond to your tweets
tomorrow :-) #SWSCMedia #MHChat
25-Sep-12 20:29 | claudiamegele

@SocialWorkKent Same here.You may say "this is a bad moment+you're definitely strong to face it.Without using
victim #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:29 | kostasSW

RT @claudiamegele: TY for Joining & sharing your views @SWSCMedia has exceeded Twitter's limits & will
respond to your tweets to ...
25-Sep-12 20:29 | lillieputian

@ForSocialWork They are where? #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:29 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @SWSCmedia: @AngelMusik2011 Welcome & Thank U for joining & sharing & see U next week
@SWSCMedia discussing #SocialCare & ...
25-Sep-12 20:29 | AngelMusik2011

@victoria_harlin agree > @Harr_Ferguson work excellent & v relevant 4 front-line practice & good practice
#swscmedia esp #childprotection
25-Sep-12 20:29 | ProfSocialWork

RT @bonklesoul: @ProfSocialWork @Harr_Ferguson Gordon really helpful and very knowledgeable
#SWSCMedia @DCCTayside worth Claudia making ...
25-Sep-12 20:30 | ProfSocialWork

@ForSocialWork @joannanicolas (in scotland) They then assess te requirement for hearing and any supervision
order nec #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:31 | HendryTina

RT @claudiamegele: TY for Joining & sharing your views @SWSCMedia has exceeded Twitter's limits & will
respond to your tweets to ...
25-Sep-12 20:31 | ProfSocialWork

RT @davies_juliet: @Harr_Ferguson @profsocialwork @swscmedia not in same way, but at times people feel
little overwhelmed by 'too much' ...
25-Sep-12 20:33 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson On twitter. Plenty of colleagues in blue around, so we should invite them to multi-agency
gatherings as you say #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:33 | ForSocialWork

RT @opinionatedpavs: Really enjoyed #SWSCMedia tonight. Be overjoyed if you sign the pledge via
http://t.co/Hy2R5yNB. Men challenging ot ...
25-Sep-12 20:35 | ProfSocialWork

@HendryTina @JoannaNicolas I'm a very big fan of the Scottish Reporter / Procurator Fiscal system.
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:36 | ForSocialWork

2/2 @bonklesoul @ProfSocialWork @Harr_Ferguson & open-minded & we look forward to having
@DCCTayside as our guest again. #SWSCMedia
25-Sep-12 20:36 | claudiamegele

RT @Canadian_Jai: I would hope better training for fronliners such as police would be a positive implication to
the new #dV definition. ...
25-Sep-12 20:36 | Lulumama09

@davies_juliet @harr_ferguson @profsocialwork @swscmedia Good point. More intense work by fewer pros.
must be the right way forward
25-Sep-12 20:36 | JoannaNicolas

RT @JeanetteABrown: @SWSCmedia @onlinevents educate in schools about healthy relationships, potential
perpotrators need educating, preve ...
25-Sep-12 20:37 | sparkleyloo

@davies_juliet @harr_ferguson @profsocialwork @swscmedia The more complex the family the more services
we put in
25-Sep-12 20:37 | JoannaNicolas

RT @claudiamegele: 2/2 @bonklesoul @ProfSocialWork @Harr_Ferguson & open-minded & we look forward to
having @DCCTayside as our ...
25-Sep-12 20:37 | ProfSocialWork

@JoannaNicolas SWD social work dept! In Scotland many dom abuse unit have a soc wkr on site every incident
ref even if no crime #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:38 | HendryTina

@profsocialwork @swscmedia thank you for opening the discussion tonight. It in itself creating awareness
#DomesticAbuse #swcsmedia
25-Sep-12 20:38 | JeanetteABrown

@ForSocialWork @joannanicolas Glasgow Sheriff court has stand alone Dom abuse court PF and Sheriffs
#swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:40 | HendryTina

RT @HendryTina: @JoannaNicolas SWD social work dept! In Scotland many dom abuse unit have a soc wkr on
site every incident ref even if n ...
25-Sep-12 20:40 | OlearyVicki

@SWSCmedia http://t.co/zZOfD6a4
25-Sep-12 20:41 | HendryTina

@JoannaNicolas @harr_ferguson @profsocialwork @swscmedia yes, have to bear in mind some families
already wary of stat/non-stat intervention
25-Sep-12 20:41 | davies_juliet

@HendryTina @swscmedia @ForSocialWork #swscmedia
25-Sep-12 20:42 | HendryTina

@JeanetteABrown thanks @SWSCmedia always hosts awesome debates and Claudia works v hard on this. I
like debating so happy to help :) 1/2
25-Sep-12 20:43 | ProfSocialWork

